INAUGURAL CONFERENCE
Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre

October 16th, 2014

The inaugural Mask-Ed™ (KRS Simulation) Conference will be a showcase of Mask-Ed™ experiences by Educators and clinicians from across Australia...

TOPICS TO BE PRESENTED INCLUDE;

• Keynote address by Professor Kerry Reid-Searl
  Mask-Ed™ (KRS Simulation): From Here to Now
• Online learning for Mask-Ed™
• A nursing student perspective
• The law and ethics around Mask-Ed™
• The Unmask-ed Educator
• Pup-Ed™ - Introducing a new silicone boy
• Using Mask-Ed™ in Clinical Simulation
• The lessons learnt in using Mask-Ed™
• Character profiles and their application
• Where to from here...and MUCH MORE

$100 per person, places are limited

Register now at
http://www.cqu.edu.au/masked/conference

For further information contact the conference organisers on (07) 4930 9703 or at mask-ed@cqu.edu.au
PROPOSED CONFERENCE PROGRAM

- Key note Address: Professor Kerry Reid-Searl (CQU) - *Mask-Ed™ (KRS Simulation) From Then to Now*
- Embodied care: Nursing and the Body – Margaret McAllister (CQU)
- The Student’s Voice: A vicarious learning experience of *Mask-Ed™* for the student nurse – Phoebe Bicknell & Lara Winter (CQU)
- The unmasked educator in partnership with the masked educator: Lessons learnt – Lea Veith (Central Queensland Hospital and Health Service) & Barbara O’Neill (CQU)
- The Law and Ethics around *Mask-Ed™* - Wayne Jones (CQU) or Professor Kerry Reid-Searl
- The *Mask-Ed™* experience at the School of Nursing and Midwifery, University of Newcastle – Carol Arthur, Marianne Niddrie, Lesley Shanks & Jean Gersbach (University of Newcastle)
- Can the use of *Mask-Ed™* influence attitudes to the older adult in undergraduate nurses? Jane Frost & Kristen Ranse (University of Canberra)
- Creating a theatre of engagement: A case study in Post graduate mental health nursing –Jane Frost & Gylo Hercelinskj (University of Canberra)
- A new little man with a big heart - the birth of a new silicone puppet - Professor Kerry Reid-Searl
- Teaching paediatric nursing principles by puppet simulation: Student experience from a practise based laboratory – Vanessa Tilbrook (University of South Australia)
- Mavis & Ted’s Excellent Adventure; History continues to be rewritten with *Mask-Ed™* characters, Mavis and Ted on an evolving journey in the School of Nursing Practice base Laboratories, University of South Australia – Debra Surman (University of South Australia)
- How High Can We Go – An insight into contemporary simulation techniques and scenario design of high fidelity *Mask-Ed™* simulation experiences in Central Queensland – Michael Guerin (Central Queensland Hospital and Health Service)
- Stanley Gets Connected – Deb Friel (CQU)
- The journey thus far - Jenny Bassett – (LaTrobe University)
- Do it!: engage the team of *Mask-Ed™* users within your area – Rodger Gorey (ACT Health)
- How Roy’s Story impacted on our lives – Katrina Angus & Joy Jung (Central Queensland Mental Health Alcohol and Other Drugs Division)
- How well prepared are you? Professor Kerry Reid-Searl
- Debate: An opportunity for all *Mask-Ed™* (KRS Simulation) characters to present on stage for a debate. The topic; *should I be showing my bits?*